In an object oriented, distributed environment, program maintenance, which has never been the most predictable task, becomes even more uncertain. Java's dynamic loading mechanism was developed to tackle some of the uncertainties. In doing so, it shifts the focus from the state of the sources to that of the binaries. This paper discusses some of the implications of that move.
Introduction
The languages of the seventies e.g. Ada [3, 4] and Modula-2[ 121, were designed for the development of layered software systems. To this end their development environments implemented separate compilation and linking. Thus several developers could produce different compilation units (i.e. packages, modules) independently and the linker would ensure that the separately compiled units could work together. To achieve this, the units must be compiled in an order which reflects their dependencies so that a modification to a unit in a particular layer in the system requires the subsequent re-compilation of all the dependant units (clients) at that and subsequent layers.
Object-oriented software development introduces a new, more intimate type of dependency between compilation units. The concept of inheritance allows client applications to derive new (sub)classes based on original (base) classes defined elsewhere. At link-time references to inherited attributes and methods (i.e. dependencies) need to be resolved. This is not new. However, inheritance also permits the shadowing of inherited variables and the overriding of inherited methods. Whether an application accesses a base class variable or a derived class variable depends on the order in which the binaries were built, and likewise for methods.
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The development of distributed software raises some questions about this arrangement however, which potentially makes this problem intractable. For example:
Who are the clients of this particular base class'? How can we inform them that it has been modified? Can they get access to all the necessary sources (which may be on remote, heterogeneous systems) to re-compile? How can we co-ordinate the order of compilation to satisfy the base class clients, then the clients of the clients, etc.? Is there a version control system that can deal with this?
Development and maintenance regimes must abandon the safe ground where the source code is the ultimate fallback and learn to live with ephemeral sources.
In Section 2 we show how this requirement challenges "traditional" program development environments. In the two subsequent sections we discuss how the language specification of Java attempts to resolve this situation and what problems that raises. Finally we report results of a formal analysis, which give some reassurances to Java developers contemplating certain kinds of modification to their systems.
The Fragile Base Class Problem
In a typical C++ implementation, class method declarations are indexed in a virtual function table (vtable) which subsequent classes reference in order to invoke the method [9] . Thus, a class Aircraft is declared as follows: 
1
Any source files that include Aircraft. h that are not re-compiled after this modification will use at run-time the contents of entry 0 in the vtable for instances of class C in order to invoke GainHeight. But entry 0 will actually point to the code for SndMsg, and, when invoked from a client, a type violation will occur. The problem here is that the representation of the function in the vtable loses the signature of the function, replacing it merely with an offset in the would crash the plane and not just the computer! This is known as the fragile base class problem [9] . A robust base class should allow previously compiled clients to run without re-compilation or error, since the inclusion of the new method (for new clients) should have no bearing on the original contract. The fragile base class however breaks the contract needlessly, dictating that tedious re-compilation will be required for every client application, each of which will need its own makefile.
In Java the concept of dynamic loading means that linking is a piecemeal activity that happens on a class-byclass basis at run-time. Each time a unit (a Java class, interface or package) is compiled, the compiler incorporates type information into the binary. When a given unit is compiled, the type information of any imported binaries is used in the type checking. When the interpreter runs, the same information is used to load the class dynamically and generate a run-time binding. The type information of any exporting binary is therefore accessed in two separate operations. The signatures of any methods are preserved in the type information so that the run-time binding always finds the correct method.
Should any modifications be made to the source code of the exporting unit and a new binary produced, if these modifications alter the type information accessed by the importing unit at compile-time, then the loading and binding process may fail. In this case, the Java developers will need to fall back on the sources and re-compile, just like anybody else. However, if the modifications do not alter the type information, then the loading and binding process will not be compromised. Such modifications are termed binaty compatible.
The fragile base class problem arises out of the way that certain (most) C++ systems are implemented. It is possible to construct implementations, which avoid or ameliorate the problem [9] but only at a price, which increases the complexity of the implementation and in some cases may reduce the object oriented capabilities of the language [2] . The Java Language Specification[ 101 solves the problem by stipulating how implementations must behave. (Conforming implementations must record type information symbolically and are mandated to implement dynamic loading.) This development represents a new excursion into comparatively unknown territory and the Sun Java Software team have embarked on this with commendable candour [1,1 I].
The makefile regimes are designed to ensure that a set of sources will compile together. Dynamic binding (and binary compatibility) by contrast is concerned with whether a set of binaries will run together. In the next section we show how these two concepts can provide interference with each other.
Binary Compatibility -the Guarantee
The Java Language Specification[ 101 defines the term binary compatibility in a declarative manner, expressing the properties that binary compatible changes must guarantee:
"A change to a type is binary compatible with (equivalently, does not break compatibility with) preexisting binaries if pre-existing binaries that previously linked without error will continue to link without error."
Ideally, one would like this to mean that if a program ran successfully before a change and the changed code compiles, then it would run successfully afterwards. However, it is impossible to constrain changes to such an extent, so it is worth examining in greater detail what the Java language designers want to achieve. The guarantee is only about binaries though. As soon as any client does try to re-compile, he may find that recompilation is not possible.
Binary Compatibility -the List
The Java Language Specification also provides an imperative definition, listing changes which, given the guarantee, appear intuitively to be binary compatible. The following is an abbreviated version of the given list [9] : This is a more utilitarian definition since developers can check whether contemplated modifications feature here and, if they do, proceed with confidence. However, some care still needs to be exercised. Consider the following example:
In step 1, an interface StatusReport is constructed, which declares a method showHeight. showHeight is implemented in the class Jet and in JumpJet a method test invokes showHeight . In step 2 a new method showspeed is added to the interface StatusReport. This is listed as a binary compatible change (see (g)). Main links and runs without error.
interface StatusReport { void showHeight (double amount); void showspeed (int amount);
In step 3 a call to the new method is added to JumpJet. This is a binary compatible change (see(f)). The compiler compiles JumpJe t without complaint, yet when Main is run the error message 
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Jet. class hasn't been touched since step 1. When JumpJet was compiled, the compiler assumed that Jetrs contract -to define every abstract method in the interface -had been honoured. But this was not the case and the result is a system crash. The binaries have not linked without error. This illustrates two dangers. First, while list-type definitions have their advantages because they make things explicit, there are also disadvantages since the list may be incorrect (or incomplete). Second, like many other maintenance errors, the mistakes we make may not show themselves immediately, but emerge lateron when they are harder to find and more expensive to fix.
Concept

Formal Underpinnings Formal Analogue
Java source code compilation units (Java,) Java binaries (Javah) ps (source code) pb (binary code)
Contexts of separate compilation (i.e. identifiers in scope)
Although Java is actually compiled to byte-code the Java Language Specification[ 101 does not require this.
What it does require, is that a binary program be enriched with symbolic type information so that it can disambiguate expressions. So in the Precipitation example amount in Forecast (in Javab ) could be amount [Precipitation] , whereas amount in Weather (in Javab ) could be amount [Rain] .
Both Java, and Javab have type systems. The judgement
rl-pso
indicates that ps type checks in the environment r.
Similarly, the judgement I- (environments) r I-pb 0 indicates that P b is type correct in the environment r.
Finally, indicates that the binary expression eb has type T in the environment r.
Given an environment r, a binary program pb and a binary expression eb such that r I-pb 0 and r 1 -eb:T then the outcome of evaluating eb in the context of P b will be one of the following : a value of type T a raised exception non-termination.
Hence type correct binaries will execute safely. If one of the list of binary compatible changes is made on a type correct program then it can be shown that the resulting program is still type correct [7] .
From the formal definition it was possible to explore the exact nature of binary compatibility [5, 7] . As binary compatibility was conceived to assist with the development of distributed libraries in mind [lO] , it is important to look at the properties that affect the way libraries evolve.
The first property that was proven is that binary compatibility scales up. So establishing that a change is binary compatible for a small number of classes automatically establishes that the change is binary compatible for any program that contains these classes [5, 7] . This is fortunate because it provides assurance that if a change is binary compatible some larger system incorporating the change won't suddenly break.
Another property proven is that one can make a sequence of binary compatible changes and the resultant program will still be binary compatible [5, 7] . Were this property not true the whole concept of binary compatibility would be fairly pointless, but it is nice to know that it is provably correct, especially since it isn't specifically mentioned in the Java Specification[ lo].
Binary compatibility is preserved over libraries. Library developers can make binary compatible changes to the particular compilation unit they are working on as long as they are aware of the changes that others make on their code. Programmers can apply independent changes and expect their programmer to link as long as they were working on different fragments. So independent libraries may be modified separately, in binary compatible ways and linking will not be compromised.
There are also properties that might have held but can be shown not to [5, 7] . In particular, programmers may not apply independent binary compatible changes to the same code and expect the code to link. Another possible property, which can be shown not to hold, is that two binary compatible changes can be folded into one.
Conclusion
In conclusion, traditional software development and maintenance is predicated by full access to sources supported by make-file utilities, source code versioning systems and other facilities external to the run-time system. Distributed software development and maintenance forces us to relinquish these and seek new ways to manage our programs. Java's dynamic loading mechanism solves the fragile base class problem. It also introduces the idea of binary compatibility. We have shown that this can be a mixed blessing. On the plus side some binary compatible modifications have no effect at all on the application binaries while others allow a developer to make incremental corrections and improvements which are immediately passed on the client application. On the minus side binary compatible changes can surreptitiously introduce incompatibilities between sources and otherwise play havoc with the program semantics.
Binary compatibility offers developers a short-term solution, allowing them to fiddle with their code without immediately having irate customers on the phone. The long-term, systematic maintenance regime however needs something better. At a minimum, it would be useful to find ways to define and distinguish between:
i.
modifications which have no effect on existing client binaries; ii. modifications which propagate corrections and improvements to existing binaries;
111.
modifications which preserve source compatibility; iv. more severe modifications.
A future trend in distributed computer systems is likely to involve finding out how best to support such developments.
